Abolish the Administration

By CHET
The Dartmouth Staff

This Wednesday, Dartmouth’s Greek organizations convened to agree on a single plan of action: the eradication of the college’s administration. “We find it unfortunate to do away with one of Dartmouth’s most hallowed traditions,” explains the convention’s open letter to the community, “but measures must be taken for this institution’s future.”

We reached out to Alfred Kai, ‘15 and convention leader. “National scrutiny of Dartmouth is intense, and criticism is growing,” he explained. “Whenever Dartmouth makes a mistake, the media blames the administration for their ineffective solutions. As the recent decline in applications indicates, in the long term we cannot hope to attract the best students while the administration still exists. By eliminating the administration, we can curb that negative attention.”

The open letter continues on to mention that while “many faculty members lead productive lives outside of the administrative system”, the presence of an administration “is ultimately a major destination for many faculty members”.

“The major problem with this,” Kai explains, “is the rejection. When administration members are denying faculty a position in their ranks, they create a toxic hierarchy. The administration only serves to propagate unequal power dynamics, institutionalizing arbitrary exclusivity.”

The convention is clear to note

Residents Of Triple Still Trying To Decide Which Roommate to Ostracize

By T. RIPPLE
The Dartmouth Staff

As of this Monday, freshman triple residents Ali Stearns ’18, Taylor Murphy ’18, and Megan Rogers ’18 are still debating which of the three roommates should be awkwardly and conspicuously ostracized for the rest of the year. Knowing that their healthy three-person dynamic can’t last forever, the roommates are looking for any slight difference in personality or opinions that could cause one of them to be ridiculed and excluded.

“Everyone told us when we chose a triple that two of us would end up getting much closer than the third roommate, creating a dynamic where one person feels consistently left out and disliked,” explained Stearns, a resident of Russell Sage 216, “So far, we’ve stayed pretty close as a trio, but I know there will inevitably be some falling out that leads one of us feel unwelcome in her own room.”

New Keystone Pipeline Construction Delayed

By KEITH STONEHAM
The Dartmouth Staff

Construction on the Keystone Pipeline was halted on Friday after the project ran into difficulties. The pipeline, planned to run from Colorado to Webster Avenue and to Wheelock Street, was stopped after construction crews were puzzled on how to get the pipeline from Webster to Wheelock. Engineers had not anticipated a library being in the way. While many options are still under consideration, engineers are hoping to build the pipeline directly through the library and then continue the construction over the Green and over the demolished Reed Hall, as planned. Few students have issues with proposed changes.

“I’m not worried about the pipeline going through Novack, First Floor Berry and Baker,” said John Chu ‘16, “it’s a great project that will revitalize the local economy.”

This is not the first time construction has been slowed. In January, student environmentalists protested the pipeline for its disruption of local wildlife. The migration patterns of nocturnal fratters were disrupted after the enormous pipeline was built directly in the middle of Webster Avenue.

See KEYSTONE, page 3
Students Still Don’t Know What Tucker Foundation Does

By PHIL ANTHROPI
The Dartmouth Staff

On Tuesday, students admitted they do not know what the Tucker Foundation does. This realization came after many students learned that such a foundation exists.

In response to this sudden realization, the Tucker Foundation has been sending out more campus-wide blitzes to inform the campus of its purpose and when it hosts events. However, the barrage of emails has only served to confuse the campus further. Charlotte Harris ’16 has determined that the Tucker Foundation is a building.

She still is not sure what exactly happens in the building, but knows that it is both intact and three dimensional. Despite this lack of awareness, students are interested in getting involved.

“I really want to take advantage of Tucker’s so many opportunities,” said Dean Gelles ’15. “I don’t know what I’d be getting into. I expect Tucker is again the one with the computer’s?”

Zachary Schmitt ’15, an active student in the Tucker Foundation, also suffers from misinformation. “Tucker is more than just the white building next to Foco, I think. Tucker also engages in community service and invites speakers to speak about stuff. Or maybe we do programming. I’m not really sure” said Schmitt.

While many are looking to get involved in Tucker’s outlets, some efforts have been misguided. Mediators of Mediations at Dartmouth were recently upset when they received dozens of applications for their new certification course. The root of the mediators’ frustration was that all of the applications were just TV pilot transcripts.

Tucker has been desperately searching for alternative solutions to this PR nightmare. They have tried flyers, bake sales and even seance, but to no avail. Kathleen Rogers, the Tucker coordinator, lamented this campus-wide debacle in a recent interview. “It’s really unfortunate that no one knows the great work we do here at Tucker,” Rogers said. “I think we could be doing even more great work if more students knew what we were doing. I sure wish I knew what I was doing.” Rogers then proceeded to sort papers aimlessly while chanting “Work work work work work.”

College Summerrcrats Provides Students Opportunity To Be Liberal For A Term

By CONNIE SERVATIVE
The Dartmouth Staff

Over 100 students from all around campus gathered in the Rocky base ment at the start of this past summer term for the inaugural College Sum merrcrats meeting. The Summerrcrats, the 14X incarnation of the traditional College Democrats organization, have been looking to expand their presence on campus.

“Sophomore summer is all about trying new things. While I’m too busy to be a liberal during the school year, now I can really unleash my progressive side,” said new member Emily Sampson ’16.

The group appeals to students of a variety of political background. “While I fundamentally disagree with most Democratic policies and ideas, I’m really happy with the turnout this week and I’m optimistic for future meetings,” said Tom Westfall ’16, president of the Dartmouth Review magazine.

Other members of the group had similar feelings. “Before this meeting, I didn’t even know what a Democrat was, to be honest,” said Michelle Marion ’16. “I still don’t really know, but it sounds cool.”

“We realize that over the summer, turnout for student groups can die out quickly, so the Summerrcrats is a way for people to try out being liberal for a term,” said summer president Frank Cheney ’16. “Hell, I’m the one in charge, and I’m not even a registered voter.”

I fell asleep in Econ 26 earlier today and I just woke up,” said Tyler Fout ’16. “Who are these people?”

Summerrcrats treasurer Allie Carpolito ’16 attributed the success of the first meeting to a strong marketing campaign, rising student interest, and phenomenal catering provided by Ramuntos.

“Wow, this is impressive,” said Brian Marks ’16. “Is that Hawaiian pizza? Let’s fucking go.”

A group of through-hikers who attended were also impressed. “We’re all pretty staunch fiscal conservatives, but we really enjoyed what everyone had to say,” one hiker remarked. “In fact, most people seemed to agree that the Republican platform advocates a superior policy aim for the country at the moment.”

Cheney says he is optimistic for a similar turnout at next year’s gathering of the club, which will include planning a political rally, allocating the termly budget, and holding a group reading of Ann Coulter’s most recent book, Never Trust a Liberal Over Three.
**Girls Rush Now To Include Sorting Hat**

**By ROE KHAI**  
The Dartmouth Staff

In an effort to alleviate the stress and frustrations surrounding fall sorority rush, the Panhellenic council is moving toward a new system of placing rising sophomores into Greek houses, the primary option being the use of a mythical sorting hat found deep in storage at the Jockwear Headquarters in Enfield, NH.

“The take my place upon your head / And you shall let it be / Your future social fate at school / Lies all inside of me!” said Shmylar the Sorting Cap, cackling maniacally on a sea of monogrammed fleeces.

“Right now we’re in the testing phase with a few different methods,” said Charlotte Mainsier ’15, President of the Panhellenic Council. “The old system felt very arbitrary and unfair at times, so we’re seeking a more sensible, egalitarian method, which we may have found with Shmylar.”

Thus far the Council has also discussed using in-depth personality tests as well as careful analysis of the lunar cycle. They also plan to take careful note of atmospheric nuances, as a westerly wind proved catastrophic in last year’s Alpha Phi recruitment, giving the house not two but three girls who proved to be “not cool as we thought, but still okay,” in the words of former Alpha Phi president Katie Johansson ’14 and current Chair of Moon Charts and Crafts for the Panhellenic Council.

“We plan on sampling each method and give each sorority a vote on preference before ultimately deciding on a single method to be debuted 16F,” said Callie Strickland ’15, VP of Rain Songs and Footwear Judgment.

Mainsier confirmed that if no conclusion is reached, the Council will move to rank the rising sophomores on a 1-10 hotness scale, sentencing all 4-and-below to finish their days in the dank Enfield cellar from which Shmylar rose.

**Keystone Pipeline**

Project was announced two years ago after the tragic Coors Light train disaster in the Northeast Rail Corridor. The explosion killed eight people. The project is planned to allow cheap beer to flow freely and safely from the recently discovered western beer foams. It is among one of the firsts projects started to wean American colleges from their dependence on foreign imports and boost American alcoholism.

**Psych 311: Intro to Clairvoyance**

**Hours and Prerequisites:**

If you qualify, you already know.

---

**Fake How Can Keep Up The Charade**

**By FAY KHUR**  
The Dartmouth Staff

John Réalguy, Professor of Philosophy, has been teaching at Dartmouth for over 5 years now. While addressing a class last Monday, Réalguy could be heard saying, “You all know I’m not a real professor right? Frankly I’m surprised you are all still going along with this.”

Réalguy recalls how 5 years ago he wandered into the Philosophy department looking for a bathroom. “I came across one that said ‘For Philosophy department use only’ so I lied and said that I was a professor. Ever since then they have given me classes to teach. Let me be clear that I know absolutely nothing about Philosophy.”

Students in his class Philosophy 53: Thinking Hard, report that they have never received any homework nor taken a test. “At first I thought it was kind of strange,” said Sam Pencicky ’14, “but you have to admit the man knows his stuff. I’ve never heard ideas presented in this way before. It has changed how I look at the world.”

“A few years it’s hard to come up with this stuff everyday,” admitted Réalguy, “So my general lesson plan is just to turn on the news and say literally anything that comes to mind. Some days it’s a rant about how 9/11 was a lie. Other days it might be about how yoga pants could be the key to eternal salvation.”

Reviews of his class are always overwhelmingly positive with students commenting that he “challenged them like no other professor” and “presents ideas that no one else could even dream of.” He has had dozens of students, like Stacy Lively ’15, approach him to do research. “I remembered how sometimes in class he would go take a nap in the corner because he needed to ‘get over a hangover so he could think better.’ Who else is going to teach you such practical skills?” Réalguy notes that while it has been a great five years, it has been getting trickier to keep things going. “The backstory is always the hardest part. I have to be careful what I make up. I once accidentally told people six different ways my aunt died so I have to remember that I have six different aunts.”

For Réalguy, teaching has become “the most fun hobby I’ve ever taken on. But who knows how long it will last?” As of the time of writing the process has begun for considering Réalguy for tenure.

**Being Grinded On Drunk Rando Only Way ’18**

**By T. D. ECKS**  
The Dartmouth Staff

This Saturday, Jenni Streeble ’18 announced that having a drunk rando’s groin pressed against her backside to thumping bass is the only way she knows how to relax.

“College life is stressful, you know?” said Streeble, “Sometimes you need a release from all the academic and social pressures felt during the week, and for me that’s the feeling of a chubby guy’s hands slicked with sweat, grabbing at my hips like a squashy, socially inept belt.”

Others on the scene Saturday night noted that Streeble looked especially at peace and unfazed by the burdens of everyday college life when sandwiched between the rando and his friend. The three clumsily bounced around in what could only be described as a sticky joie de vivre.

Several of the girls present also cited rubbing on a drunk rando as an excellent stress management technique. Said Kate O’Hanigan ’17: “I love knowing that some half-clue is bouncing against my jeans pocket, only separated by a thin layer of pastel khaki.”

Streeble lamented the wasted time spent on pursuing alternate stress-relief alternatives, such as taking walks or reading for pleasure, but was happy to finally find what worked for her.

“Nothing can really compare to the gyration of a random, inebriated boy’s junk bouncing against your rear in a humid, dank basement.” Said Streeble.

“When he tries grabbing my breasts and attention to her ass and to secure an other few moments of moist, rhythmic zen to get her through midterms.

---

**Professor Wonders How Much Longer He Can Keep Up the Charade**

**Silly John! What a trickster!**
ZAP TARKEN ‘?'

Exclusive Guide to the Greek System

You want the skinny and scuttlebutt on the Greek system here at the school? Well I got it for you. This is Zap Tarken’s guide to the Dartmouth affiliated social scene.

First thing’s first. You wanna get wild? Well guess what? You can get real wild down at the old Alpha Delta. They get pretty rowdy there, seeing as Animal House was based on it. Something they don’t tell you though is that no one is allowed in the house. Nobody has or will ever be inside of AD. And that’s a fact.

If you’re not into that kind of scene, you should try out Tri-Kap. Known for its smooth jazz and Caribbean percussion, this house could be the boon of your night. Be careful though, those pesky brothers are known for stealing your orange juice and replacing it with sawdust.

Not to be confused with the hoity-toity sisters over at Sig-Telt who just give out sawdust to everyone as if they own the place. And it’s not even quality sawdust. It is wet and smells like yeast.

Speaking of yeast, if you are looking for something to do on a Thursday night, you can always go to YeastFest at Sig Nu. They ship in four hundred pounds of yeast for people to watch and poke at. But don’t take my word for it. Just ask me, and I’ll tell you that it is quite smelly.

EKT has been known to use sleight of hand card tricks purely out of spite and Phi Tau doesn’t like to swim. Phi Delt, on the other hand is allergic to mold, but is too afraid to tell Kappa. AZD steals from Alpha Theta, but only so that it can give that money to GDX and TDX.

If I were you, I wouldn’t waste my time at Chi Gam, Psi U, Lambda Upsilon Lambda or Heorot. They have termites, but won’t admit it even though everyone knows it.

Take all this advice with a grain of salt. I have never stepped foot in a fraternity, sorority, or any kind of building that isn’t this attic I seem to be trapped in. If you find this etching that I’ve scratched into this here old can of beans, please send for help. I miss my family.

Be sure to check out YeastFest this fall.

So, Uh, What’s the Plan Tonight, Bro?

If I were you, I wouldn’t waste my time at the old Alpha Delta. And if yeast is not your thing, you could go to YeastFest at Sig Nu. They ship in four hundred pounds of yeast for people to watch and poke at. But don’t take my word for it. Just ask me, and I’ll tell you that it is quite smelly.

Not to be confused with the hoity-toity sisters over at Sig-Telt who just give out sawdust to everyone as if they own the place. And it’s not even quality sawdust. It is wet and smells like yeast.

Speaking of yeast, if you are looking for something to do on a Thursday night, you can always go to YeastFest at Sig Nu. They ship in four hundred pounds of yeast for people to watch and poke at. But don’t take my word for it. Just ask me, and I’ll tell you that it is quite smelly.

EKT has been known to use sleight of hand card tricks purely out of spite and Phi Tau doesn’t like to swim. Phi Delt, on the other hand is allergic to mold, but is too afraid to tell Kappa. AZD steals from Alpha Theta, but only so that it can give that money to GDX and TDX.

If I were you, I wouldn’t waste my time at Chi Gam, Psi U, Lambda Upsilon Lambda or Heorot. They have termites, but won’t admit it even though everyone knows it.

Take all this advice with a grain of salt. I have never stepped foot in a fraternity, sorority, or any kind of building that isn’t this attic I seem to be trapped in. If you find this etching that I’ve scratched into this here old can of beans, please send for help. I miss my family.

Be sure to check out YeastFest this fall.
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Drew Zwetschenbaum ‘16
Kelley Sipple ‘16

Jaco Shain ‘16

The Eternal Flame

He’s Sometimes Here

Forrest, Assistant to Mr. Spira
Saaharamousheh, Secret Assistant to Mr. Zwetschenbaum
The Gender Broke, Assistant to Heeramandes
Taylor Shain, Assistant to Good Fines
Class of 2018, Assistant to Keeping This Publication
Stayed That Sweet, Good Assistant to Mr. Swag
Late Night, Assistant to My Lack of Drunk
Gives Named Chet, Assistant to Brainiac
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Michael Jackson, Manager in the Mirror
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The Village People, Manager Managers
Chef, Big Manager of Campus
The Blues Brothers, Soul Managers
Snoop Dogg, Soul Manager

Don’t disappoint him, Jimmyboy.
Jerry Replaces KAF
By SYD A. LATTE
The Dartmouth Staff

After a long spell of vacancy, the Baker Hall space previously occupied by King Arthur Flour Bakery and Café has finally found a new occupant. Jerry Kominikowitz '15, through some finagling with the ORL, has made the space home. He has since installed a Bob Marley poster and is in the process of ordering a futon.

When asked if he had plans to vacate the space anytime soon, Kominikowitz replied, “yo, do you plan to vacate the space anytime soon? I’m tryna take a nap when this Duck Dynasty is over.”

Kominikowitz’s commitment to his occupation has been met with relief by the administration. Phil Hanlon reported Thursday, “We’re just happy the space is finally being used.”

While Jerry reports that he just “had a shit housing number, and got tired of trying to recruit a friend to steal couches from BG,” his influence on the space is unmistakable.

“He never changes the channel from SportsCenter, but he’s friendly enough. I mean, he lets us eat the Fritos and Slim Jims that are laying around and he’s got this sick alpaca afghan,” Carpenter reported Thursday.

Though Jerry himself feels that this change of location has led to some lifestyle shifts, he’s generally happy with his choice. “You can still sort of smell the nervous, face-time ass sweat, but otherwise it’s pretty chill.” He coughed meanly as he said this before adding, “Plus, free Splenda.”

Classes Cancelled In Wake Of Friday
By DEYUV SYLENCE
The Dartmouth Staff

In a shocking display of compassion and understanding, President Hanlon has decided to cancel class after Friday due to the approach of the coming weekend. Hundreds of students sent in emails of complaint stating they felt offended that they would even have to do any work during the weekend after such a tough midterm week.

“The idea of having class more than five days a week represents everything that’s wrong about our educational system,” stated Jenny Stevens '15, “How can I have any time to ponder my identity or just mindlessly drink?”

“The student body has had a rough week. I can’t ignore the thoughts of even one student when it comes to their educational well being,” said Hanlon.

Parents and Alumni have been sending in emails of complaint, stating they “couldn’t believe the days of hard work were coming to an end” and could remember the “wonderful times they spent having classes on early Saturday mornings.”

“This campus needs to wake up and smell the flowers. For too long Friday has come and there hasn’t been classes on the weekend. It’s not like anyone made a big deal of it before, but times are changing. It’s time to move forward and show the world that Dartmouth can keep doing what it has been doing,” said Michael Strong ’16.

Dartmouth has become another school in the growing trend of institutions with the courage to cancel classes on the weekend. Just last month, Brown University cancelled all weekend activities in response to a student protest.

Update: The administration has cancelled classes in the wake of 4pm.

Board of Trustees Approves 17.3 Million Dollar Renovation of Warner Bentley Statue’s Hairline
By EGG HEAD
The Dartmouth Staff

Speaking of the most recent Dartmouth budget, Board of Trustees Chair Steve Mandel ’78 announced the allocation of $17.3 million towards the restoration of the hairline on the Warner Bentley bust in the Hopkins Center for the Arts.

“As it stands now, it’s all wrong.” Mandel said. “The entire contour of the hairline off relative to his nose. Mr. Bentley was known for his receding hairline, not the high, bowed out hairline with an Austrian twist currently on that statue.”

The college has commissioned Italian restoration artist Vele Petuglia to fix the Bentley bust. Petuglia is well known for his renovation approach, and has aided on other projects such as Washington DC’s Abraham Lincoln’s left ear and Michelangelo’s David’s foreskin.

The renovation, the second-costliest restoration to the body part of a torso-less statue in Dartmouth’s history, is not universally popular among the student body.

“Are you kidding me? They’re fixing the hairline?” Student body president Adrian Fenty angrily reacted. “How could they overlook his nostrils? Those abominations are way too big for Warner’s nose. Only after Petuglia resizes the nostrils should he move on to the hairline. Sometimes, I feel like the school doesn’t even care about what us students think.”

This recent announcement comes in the wake of another series of dam ages in the River Community Cluster.

“Our windows are broken, our showers don’t work, and our houses haven’t been updated since the 1800s.” Lists one of the River’s 70+ occupants. “But no warm shower could fill the void left by that hairline.”

This is not the first misappropriation of funds. Earlier in the Fall, it was revealed that Dartmouth had spent $5.4 million on a new section of FoCo that provides “Gluten-free vegan kosher Italian-style Halal delights.” “We felt that the variety in FoCo didn’t satisfy the dietary restrictions of the student body,” Re ported head chef Robert Lestros.

“We have a process for determining which campus sections are in need of renovation.” Mandel assured the audience. “And I promise its not just a bunch of old white guys playing darts on a map of the campus.”
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Tragedy struck again this Thursday when the mighty Sarlak that lives in the sandpit behind the house took 5 more brothers in Alpha Chi Alpha. The beast spewed their bones onto the porch this morning, confirming what had at first been suspicion.

After another S.H.I.T. party, the brothers had gone outside to hang out, but in their drunken state forgot to steer clear of the gaping pit that holds this godless creature.

Witnesses reported seeing S&S and HPO cars slowly pull up to the house one by one. “At first I thought some guy was getting good samed,” said Kelly Straff ’15. “Then when the ambulances showed up we figured someone must have fallen out a window or fallen into the Sarlak pit again.”

The house has so far denied comment, which Mark Green ’16 attributes to risk management.

“You can’t admit that anyone was drinking there or that people disregarded signs again to play in the deathly sandpit, that would definitely cause the administration to consider removing them from campus.”

“I sure hope Alpha Chi doesn’t go on probation!” exclaimed Suzy Cho ’17. “It’s really unfortunate that this happened because it’s really easy to avoid the gaping maw of the Sarlak, which most students do on a weekly basis.”

Sarlak activity has increased ever since the beginning of the building of KD’s house. “We have disturbed the beast. No man can contain its rage now. The end times have come,” said a townie standing on the corner next to Dirt Cowboy.

As of now the administration has stated that they are looking into the matter and will make a decision soon. Meanwhile, students believe AXA will be placing the Sarlak on social probation.
Administration Declared Unsafe Space

OPPRESSION from page 1

that “the administration is not the root of Dartmouth’s bureaucratic inefficiencies.” However, they posit that “the system amplifies the faculty’s worst behavior,” and “perpetuates crises like the chronic

Dartmouth Family Displeased to Learn Tuition Payments Exclusively Financing FoCo Sidewalk

By CASH WAYSTED
The Dartmouth Staff

Losing all hope of seeing their hard-earned tuition payments go into training faculty members, reducing class sizes, or updating academic resources, the parents of Dartmouth senior Michelle Wang ’15 were disappointed to learn this week that their annual 5-figure deposits have been used exclusively to construct and re-construct the front entrance to the Class of 1953 Commons for the last four years.

“When we decided to send Michelle to Dartmouth, we were sure we’d get a great return on our investment,” said Michelle’s father, Mark Wang ’81, who wistfully watched as students walked in and out of a library whose resources he played no role in sponsoring.

Now aware that the family’s financial contributions to the college are doing little more than fueling an endless cycle of construction, Michelle’s mother chimed in, calling it “a shame to find out that the 60 grand we spend at Dartmouth each year are the exact same $60,000 they use to tear up the front of the same non-academic building again and again.”

Dick’s House Not Sold On The Whole Vaccination Thing

By SKIP TICK
The Dartmouth Staff

According to several employees at Dick’s House, the organization just isn’t sold on the whole vaccination thing.

“You know, occasionally we’ll get a young mom or dad who’s taking classes here and wants to get their kids vaccinated, but I just don’t know if I really believe in the procedure,” stated nurse Fred Hamburg. “I mean doesn’t it give your kids autism and stuff?” Hamburg cited former Playmate and anti-vaccine activist Jenny McCarthy. “I’m pretty sure that’s what the hot lady on the TV said.”

Despite the practice’s high overall support among doctors, Hamburg added that he did not see its merits.

“How does giving babies diseases stop them from getting sick later on?” Hamburg demanded. “That’s crazy talk.” He added that he did not know anyone with those diseases anyway, “so what are we trying to prevent?”

Kelly Harris, Director of Health Services, explained that it was simply not the College’s place to offer vaccinations. “Disease is a natural part of life. Who are we to interfere with the will of God?” Harris, whose 8-year-old daughter is currently suffering from smallpox, admitted that she thought vaccination was “just plain gross,” and noted that she “would definitely never do that kind of thing to an innocent child.”

At press time, the Dick’s House employees were seen handing Advil and tampons to a newborn stricken with measles before sending him on his way.

Overhearing snippets of a meaningful conversation between a student and his philosophy professor as they walked across the green, Mr. Wang sadly acknowledged that the money he pays for his daughter to attend the college does not account for a single dollar of the staff member’s salary. “Just think; some lucky parent is contributing to that well-educated man’s livelihood while I’m paying for people to grind up concrete slabs.”

At press time, members of the Wang family were reportedly attempting to climb the chain link fence surrounding the construction site in hopes of getting some idea of what they’re digging up in there, anyway.

WGST 15: Watching Sara Ramirez Through Her Window

Cross listed as LALACS 25

The Emergence of African American Counter-Culture in the 1970s

Taught by Dr. Casper the Friendly Ghost
YOU'RE GETTING VERY SLEEPY

MAKE DREW ZWETCHKENBAUM A SANDWICH
End of Frat Ban Allows ‘18s To Be Denied Alcohol in More Locations

By KNOTT DRUNK

Odd Roommate Out To Get Top Bunk

Odd ONE OUT from page 1

The faces of those affected by the horror of forced sobriety.

By PSYC 45

You’re Going To Turn Out Just Like Your Mother

The faces of those affected by the horror of forced sobriety.

Odd Roommate Out To Get Top Bunk

Last Monday, the end of the fraternity ban drastically expanded the social scene for the Class of 2018 by offering freshmen the freedom to be denied alcohol in more locations than ever before.

“For the last six weeks, my roommates were the only people I could go to when I wanted to ask for a beer that I would ultimately never receive,” explained Mike Jones ’18, who now has the privilege of walking half a mile, entering several crowded fraternity basements, and pestering unfamiliar upperclassmen to get the same experience, “I’m so glad the wait is over.”

Many of Jones’ classmates agree that the freedom to enter fraternities has offered them significant flexibility in their search for locations where they can relentlessly and fruitlessly request alcoholic beverages. “Just a week or two ago, I felt confined to the McLaughlin cluster on the many nights when I was kept sober against my will,” said Jake Richards ’18, “I was so excited on Monday when my pleas for beer were also left hanging in Alpha Chi, Phi Delt, and that one whose Greek letter looks like a pitchfork.”

When asked to comment on the 6-week fraternity ban that kept freshmen out of Greek houses from Orientation to Homecoming, President Phil Hanlon emphasized the importance of giving ‘18s some time to voice unfulfilled requests for alcohol in the safety of their own dorms. “Greek life is very prevalent at Dartmouth, and having such a wide variety of locations where they can seek, but never attain, alcohol can be overwhelming for freshmen,” the President explained.

Although it’s a big adjustment, most ‘18s feel ready to join the rest of the student body at upcoming parties where their demands for beer will never be met. Pushing past his anxious, sober classmates so as to shorten his 3-hour wait to get on table, Richards remarked that he was having the best night of his life.
THE DARTMOUTH COMICS

Hollywood

by Dander Canterbury '16

This Was Relevant in the Spring

by Paul Itticul '16

EVENTS AT DARTMOUTH

TODAY

2 p.m.
Preprepereprepregame, Russell Sage

4 p.m.
Don’t Go To This Event: Not Worth It

9 p.m.
Dogs of Dartmouth: Watch Five Canines Lick Each Other’s Anuses

TOMORROW

3 p.m.
Racism Panel

4 p.m.
Diversity Panel

7 p.m.
Master Class: “How To Draw Penises On Things,” by Brad

9 p.m.
The Game: You Just Lost It

Upper Valley Daily Jigsaw Puzzle

Oy, isn’t life enough of a puzzle already?

Yesterday’s Answer: Who Fucking Cares

"Here’s the last of the chairs, President Hanlon. Just sign here."

"F-finally...n-no more sit-ins..."
By R. TEESTE
The Dartmouth Staff

The Jones Media Center has just unveiled its newest project: Jones Bones, an entire wing of the library devoted to adult videos.

“We strive to be relevant to Dartmouth students,” explains Jon Remy, librarian at Jones and head of the endeavor. “But students could never fulfill all their needs with our resources unless we swelled our selection. I knew we had to do something.”

The result? A sprawling new collection of X-rated new videos, with new titles like The Jizzard of Oz, Madame Ovary, and Star Whores: A New Grope. “We’ve created an atmosphere of inclusivity, so there’s something here for everyone,” Remy furthers. “Students are shocked by the size of our collection!”

So far, students love the new initiative. “It’s really a great opportunity,” says Jonathan Fritz, ’17 who we found returning a copy of Exploring the Backdoor in Smell-o-Vision. “When I told my great-aunt I had already watched Sperminator 2, she was so jealous!”

We reached out to Rosie Palmer ’15 in one of Jones’s new private viewing rooms: “I’m most surprised about the recency of their selections. I would’ve had to wait weeks to watch Bango Unchained online, but Jones already owns it! With instant classics like the Tongue-r Games: Snatching Fire and Twilight: New Poon, I haven’t left this room in 16 hours!”

The Jones Media Center seeks to supplement academics, and Jones Bones furthers this goal. James Reever ’17 is already linking this exhibit to his major: “I had a long conversation with my Spanish professor after watching Wild Latina Girl’s Mayonnaise Party 6 and The Chode to El Whore-ado the other night. It really opened up a new level in our discourse. I can’t wait to meet with Professor Nishihawa about Kyoko and the Tentacle Monster tomorrow!”

Others, like Naomi Wang ’18, emphasize sharing the experience with others. “Nobody really talked to each other on our floor”, she explains, “but after watching Night of the Giving Head last Friday we’ve had a second movie night with Shaving Private Ryan and How to Train Your Dragon 2!”

From the old classics like The Count of Monte Fisto and Catch’er in the Eye to newer works like Pacific Rimjob and The Game of Thrones, Jones Bones has made it clear: a new type of library is coming – hard

“Students are happy with our efforts,” Remy concludes, “and that’s really what it’s all about.”

New Art Installation So Much More Than Just A Pile Of Dead Fetuses

By ART BRUT
The Dartmouth Staff

The Hood Museum’s newest art installation, on the surface a run-of-the-mill pile of dead fetuses, has sent the art world into a frenzy surmising its full emotional and intellectual weight. Since its unveiling Tuesday, the piece has ensnared both the hearts and minds of its many viewers.

“It’s my mother,” she said upon “I just really like dead fetuses,” Iget it. And I’m just so humbled.”

The poignant piece took up a 10-square-foot space on the first floor of the Hood Museum, where various lights have been scattered around to cast shadows off of the spindly limbs and grotesquely small faces of the fetuses. As viewers paced around the pile of miniscule, blue-gray humanoids, many were moved to weep openly. The pristine silence of the affected audience was ruptured only by the occasional burst of gas from the rotting baby corpses.

“How was I this apathetic about the post-synoecistic underpinnings of gender identity in Afro-Asianic communities until now?” said a teary-eyed Jessica Roth ’17. “It just really makes you think, you know?”

Caroline McAllister ’14, an art history major, immediately fainted at the sight of the piece. “It’s my mother,” she said upon awakening.

Praise for the piece fell short of universal, as some failed to grasp the full weight of the artwork. “Look, it’s just your typical everyday pile of dead fetuses,” said Eric Fitzler ’16. “Like one you could find on the street.”

Nevertheless, the room was abuzz with excitement by the time artist Jak Loone made an appearance. “I just really like dead fetuses,” said Loone. “Look how gross and shriveled they are!”

Loone then giggled maniacally, readjusted his Cookie Monster hat and proceeded to pee on his work to a standing ovation.

CHEM 54: Making Meth Without Explicitly Saying That This is How You Make Meth

Prerequisites:
Education 001
Clearing out CVS Pharmacy 004
30 or more years of bitter regret
The Dartmouth football team, or maybe it was rugby, had an okay-to-stunning performance this past weekend, securing a finished game (though it very well could have been a practice) that likely showcased a good bit of their athletic prowess. Dartmouth scored more or the same amount of points or tries, as fans, parents, and community members cheered and booed over the various ups and downs of the event.

The event ended with at least one win, tie, or dignified loss, all thanks to the efforts of Dartmouth’s all-male, all-female, and/or mixed-gender team(s). Sources say that anywhere from 10 to 100 athletes took to the arena-field at a time, wearing uniforms of similar or the same colors.

“I’m pretty sure my roommate’s...”

Defensive Lineman Writes Record 30% Of His Paper

By IKE N. REED
The Dartmouth Staff

According to sources, Jim Macomber ’15, the Big Green football player, wrote a record 30% of his recent African-American Studies paper. “We’re all really proud of him,” said teammate Brian Madison ’16, “He worked really hard for it. I don’t think I’ve ever seen him in the library before.” Jim’s two out of the almost seven page paper included his intro, conclusion, and two additional half paragraphs backing up his thesis that “Racism is a bad thing.”

Macomber’s tutor was especially impressed. “He came to me with over a page already written,” explained Macomber’s tutor, who has asked to remain anonymous. “Normally he just has a basic idea based on the prompt and I write most of the paper for him. This time, I only wrote like 3 pages.” Wikipedia users Flyer31 and 911truth, who authored the other page-and-a-half of the essay, did not respond for comment.

The record is not without controversy, however. Macomber’s coach Dick McFeeters has disputed the validity of using percentage as a measurement of academic achievement: “He wrote 3 pages of that 12 pager a couple months ago. I guess that’s a smaller proportion but still. Why are you writing this article anyway?”

Others have noted that the total page number would have crept up to eight had Macomber included a bibliography, tying it for 25% with the paper he wrote on television in his recent four page communications paper.

Still, Macomber’s feat is impressive from an academic standpoint. Sources indicate Macomber had even done some independent research before approaching his tutor, in the form of quotations from teammate Jamal Hamlin. “He asked if he could use some of the things I said in the locker room the other day,” explained Hamlin, “I didn’t really know what he was talking about, but I told him I was probably cool with it.”

Hamlin’s locker room banter proved vital to backing up paragraph three’s point that Macomber is definitely not racist because he has black friends. Some argue that Hamlin ought to share in the award, since his words, along with Macomber’s innovative use of block quotes, added nearly a full page to the final essay.

While the paper has not yet been graded, Macomber’s tutor indicates that she wrote it aiming for a B.

Baseball Player Ostracized By Teammates For Not Being Secretly Gay

By BEN STRAIGHT
The Dartmouth Staff

Reports from an anonymous source within the dugout have confirmed that shortstop Nick Ferris ’17, is not secretly gay. As one might expect, this has created a massive rift among members of the varsity baseball team.

“It just flies in the face of decades of tradition,” said outfielder Jeremy Bernard ’15, “he’s going against everything that make this game-and this country-great.”

Upon discovering this shocking fact, many of Nick’s teammates thought that perhaps it was just a phase he was going through.

“I get it. It’s college, and he wants to be seen as cool and edgy. But honestly, this act he’s putting on is just driving a huge wedge between him and the rest of the team. It’s like he has forgotten what makes us baseball players in the first place,” said second baseman Trent Collins, while showing me pictures of his super hot girlfriend who lives in Canada, but can never visit because she’s far too busy with her modeling.

Said Coach Cooper when asked about the affair: “Look, we try to keep focus on the game and tune everything else out. We aren’t supposed to care what the players do off the field as long as they show up to play. If I’m being totally honest though, I’m going to find it hard to look Nick in the eye come practice time. I hate to admit it, but you can’t ask my staff and me to accept something that we just don’t understand.”

At the time of this writing, the future of Nick’s standing on the team remains uncertain. Nick could not be reached for comment, because he was probably too busy kissing girls or whatever.

Craig Robbins Has Been Holding Table For Nine Games Straight

By AL KAHAL
The Dartmouth Staff

In a remarkable feat of athleticism, Craig Conway ‘17 has held table for an astounding nine games straight. Since entering the Chi Gam basement before the scene even heated up, “the kid has been sinking halves and throwing saves” reported one of his spectators, Sherry Weintraub ‘17.

“I’ve seen three games, four games, even six straight. But never 9. This kid is unlike anyone we’ve ever seen before,” remarked Calvin Robbins ’77, former masters winner and decorated pong coach. “I mean, his form is nothing to write home about, but the kid is playing with an unmatched grit.” Robbins stopped talking to watch Conway sink another cup. “And it’s an on night too!”

Even more impressive, Conway has been playing with beer the whole night while his partner, Sandy Fink ’17 has not. “He must have had at least 14 Keystones by now,” said Fink. “But he seems as present as ever.”

A crowd of spectators has formed around the table and stretching out the door as more and more students gather to witness Craig’s streak. “I can’t see anything, but it sure sounds exciting,” commented Leslie Danne ’16. Here I was, looking for a Wednesday night dance party, and I have stumbled onto history.” A tear began to run down Danne’s cheek.

“It’s nights like these that make you believe in miracles.”

Reports indicate that the house closed down the basement before Conway could finish his 18th game. Conway is not available for interview, as he is being good sammled, like a true winner.